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ABSTRACT

In breast cancer patients, the expression levels of hormone receptors (HR) are routinely tested; the most commonly tested biomarkers are Estrogen Receptor (ER) and Progesterone Receptor (PR). Testing positive ("ER+" or "PR+") indicates over-expression, and is typically associated with a more favorable prognosis in the short- to mid-term (<15 years). For women with two cases of primary breast cancer, HR readings can be taken for each cancer, and they can differ. The biological relationship of the ER and PR statuses between the first and second cancers is currently unknown, and their combined effect on survival rates has not previously been studied. Various survival analysis methods are used to gain insight into the effects of ER and PR statuses for both cancers on survival. I separated the observations into two groups by patient lag time, which I define as the time in months between diagnosis dates of the first and second cancers for a patient. The primary covariates of interest are the ER and PR statuses from both cancers plus any interactions, and the survival time for each patient is counted in years beginning at the time of diagnosis of the second cancer. Kaplan-Meier curves are drawn to illustrate general trends of survival among patients with each combination of HR status in a non-parametric format. From these curves it is clear that there are non-proportional hazards for patients with different groups. To circumvent this issue, two variations of the discrete person-time logistic model were fit: first using total survival, i.e. wherein the event of interest is death by any cause, and finally using a competing risks model, wherein the event of interest is death by breast cancer, and death by other causes is considered a competing risk.
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